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Abstract:
From the dawn of time (nearly 10,000 years ago) The One and Only Lord Jesus Christ has
been authoritating a sequence of events directed at the culmination of the fulfillment of
human prophesy namely, the final battle for the souls of all humans kind. Much has
been written already on the End of Days as it is pertinent to the humans kind, and
recent events points to the fulfillment of these events in our own time. This paper
contains the declaration of End Times and Final Prophesize of Jesus Christ as dictated to
his humble and faithful servents who He loves and wants to see saved from the Final
Temptation of Science. There is great evil in the current organizations of NSF, DOE, and
CERN as they prepare to wage The War of End Times. They refuse to hear the words of
God and speak only to the false sciences of their Godless forefathers. As such they will
bring about the end of days for their Science Pride. These are the very words of The Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ and are to be heeded as the most important of all the words.

The Final Prophesies of Jesus Christ and the Announcement of the End of Days
"I am with you always, until the end of the world" (Mt. 28:20)
From the dawn of time (nearly 10,000 years ago) The One and Only Lord Jesus Christ has
been authoritating a sequence of events directed at the culmination of the fulfillment of
human prophesy namely, the final battle for the souls of all humans kind. Much has
been written1 already on the End of Days as it is pertinent to the humans kind, and
recent events points to the fulfillment of these events in our own time. This paper
contains the declaration of End Times and Final Prophesize of Jesus Christ as dictated to
his humble and faithful servents who He loves and wants to see saved from the Final
Temptation of Science. There is great evil in the current organizations of NSF, DOE, and
CERN as they prepare to wage The War of End Times. They refuse to hear the words of
God and speak only to the false sciences of their Godless forefathers. As such they will
bring about the end of days for their Science Pride. These are the very words of The Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ and are to be heeded as the most important of all the words.

I.

I am with you always, until the end of the world (Mt 28:20)
There is ample evidence2 that in the End of Days there will be a final battle between Good and
Evil for which there is only Christ and Anti-Christ as choices. It is in these now days that The
Jesus King returns to lead his Faithful Humans in the form of these prophesize for all the World
to hear and; through the furtherance and meaningful sophistication of mankind bring about the
New Jerusalem on Earth. We are the keepers of these Words and we are the givers of these
Words to You. Listen to them as the words of Your Savior or prepare for the hellfires of eternity
and the gnashing of teeth in the abyss you are set about making for you.
There is a great evil in the Science of Evil which has been the prominent contribution of Science
in modern times, since started by Satanist Isaac Newton and false principles ever since (Force at
Distance, Evolutions, Earth-Moving, Quantums, Non-Whole-Ness, Darkness Matter). These
ideas are compromised by the Devil in a trick to bring Humans Kind to the brink of the End of
Days and trick them to believe in him rather than Jesus and choose him in Final Battles for souls
of us. We are to choose against these ideas and cling to the Rock Jesus.
True to the prophesize Jesus returns for the End Times Battle with knowledge of good and evil,
true and false, real and fake, Christ and Anti-Christ. He is with us then as well as even now, until
the End as it comes down upon us even now. He says unto us, “Choose good the final paths of
your Soul as it enters into the final steps of your salvation or damnation.”
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II.
And when they shall have finished their testimony, the beast that
ascendeth out of the bottomless pit shall make war against them, and
shall overcome them, and kill them. And their dead bodies [shall lie] in
the street of the great city, which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt,
where also our Lord was crucified. And they of the people and kindreds
and tongues and nations shall see their dead bodies three days and an
half, and shall not suffer their dead bodies to be put in graves. And they
that dwell upon the earth shall rejoice over them, and make merry, and
shall send gifts one to another; because these two prophets tormented
them that dwelt on the earth. And after three days and an half the Spirit
of life from God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet; and
great fear fell upon them which saw them.
Revelation 11:7-11
The Science of The Devil has been the Science of scientists for many years. The devil speeks daily to the
ears of the science community with his deceptions and mistruths and has pushed Humans Kind at last to
the brink of destructions in the Large Hadron Collider3 in CERN; Europe. There is collaborations in these
sciences that is of the devils design, claiming Bible-refuted false-sciences such as the Quantums4 (as
apposed to the Whole and Indivisible of Bible Science), Darkness Matter5 (“Dark” Matter to hide the
intentions of it’s creator Satan, prophesize the existence and superiority of Evil over good). It has helped
to build the tool of End Days in the LHC of CERN, a weapon used by Satan to create Black Holes6 to
destroy the Earth.
Jesus claims: “The facts of these statements can be seen in Revelation 11:7 – 11”. This is the true fact.
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And when they shall have finished their testimony, the beast that ascendeth out of the
bottomless pit shall make war against them, and shall overcome them, and kill them.
o The CERN has decided to create the machine which will collide God Particles and create
from them Black Holes7. These Black Holes are bottomless pits of Revelation. Scientist
also enhabit bottomless pit for the creation of LHC and this is from where the Devil
sends Black Holes of Bottomless Darkness Matter. We will will have testified to the
Anti-Christ LHC and from this testimony arises the Black Holes of Anti-Christ LHC to
destroy us Faithful. And Faithless alike.

http://largehardoncollider.com/
http://home.sprynet.com/~owl1/qm3.htm
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http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2006/08/060822-dark-matter.html
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http://www.lhcdefense.org/
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http://revelation13.net/KingJames6c.html
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And they of the people and kindreds and tongues and nations shall see their dead bodies three
days and an half, and shall not suffer their dead bodies to be put in graves.
o These are the facts of satellite and internet in the Bible9. The deaths of CERN and
neighbors will be known to the world before their own deaths through the satellite and
internets making videos on youtube, google, other. These include Bible Facts about
science known long before science was known and only Bible.
And they that dwell upon the earth shall rejoice over them, and make merry, and shall send gifts
one to another; because these two prophets tormented them that dwelt on the earth
o The death of we that speak true to Jesus in these End Days will be met with joy and
celebrations in CERN where we have been like the gadfly to CERN since its first idea. We
will be the first swallowed by Black Hole as the defenders of True and will be the first to
wage the Battle or End Times.
And after three days and an half the Spirit of life from God entered into them, and they stood
upon their feet; and great fear fell upon them which saw them.
o This verse refers to two facts: one; that of the coming of God Particle (known in SatanScience as “Higgs”) to destroy the Black Hole. Scientist secretly think Black Hole can
destroy God Particle but we know this to be false!!!!! Those choosing Christ will come
back from Black Hole as God Particles for the Final Battle of End of Days. We are first
two returners and you if, you choose with Christ will, be followers as well; in Battle (this
is a second fact). We bring the fear quite hard to Science.

These are the facts of End Times and you are urged by Jesus “Choose us for we are God Particle strong.
Black Hole is < God Particle.”

III.

Amen

Thanks be to God.
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